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ABSTRACT 21 

Two different strategies for investigating individual differences among consumers in choice 22 

experiments using the Mixed Logit Model are compared. The study is based on a consumer 23 

study of iced coffees in Norway. Consumers (n = 102) performed a choice task of twenty 24 

different iced coffee profiles varying in coffee type, production origin, calorie content and 25 

price following an orthogonal design. Consumer attributes, such as socio-demographics, 26 

attitudes and habits, were also collected. Choice data were first analysed using the Mixed 27 

Logit Model and then two different approaches were adopted for investigating consumer 28 

attributes. The first strategy, called one-step strategy, includes the consumer attributes directly 29 

in the Mixed Logit Model. The second strategy, called multi-step strategy, combines different 30 

methods of analysis such as Mixed Logit Model based on the design factors only, followed by 31 

Principal Component Analysis and Partial Least Squares regression to study consumer 32 

attributes. The two approaches are compared in terms of data analysis methodologies, 33 

outcomes, practical issues, user friendliness, and interpretation. Overall, we think the multi-34 

step strategy is the one to be preferred in most practical applications because of its flexibility 35 

and stronger exploratory capabilities. 36 

 37 

1. INTRODUCTION 38 

1.1 Conjoint Analysis (CA) 39 

One of the most frequently used methodologies for consumer studies is conjoint analysis 40 

(CA). This is a method which is able to estimate the structure of consumer evaluations using a 41 

set of product profiles consisting of predetermined combinations of product attributes (Green 42 

& Srinivasan, 1990). Consumers are presented with these product profiles and are asked to 43 

either rank, rate or choose among them (Louviere, Hensher, & Swait, 2000; Molteni & Troilo, 44 
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2007). Within CA there are two main categories: (i) acceptance-based approaches, which 45 

require that consumers rate each alternative product according to their degree of liking or 46 

hypothetical purchase intention and (ii) preference-based approaches, where consumers are 47 

required to express their preferences either in terms of ranks or of choices among several 48 

alternative products with varying levels of attributes. In this paper we will focus on the choice 49 

approach. 50 

 51 

1.2 Choice experiment (CE) 52 

Choice based experiments (CEs) have been developed for investigating consumers’ choice 53 

both for market and non-market goods (Haaijer, Kamakura, & Wedel, 2001; Louviere, 54 

Hensher, & Swait, 2000; Yangui, Akaichi, Costa-Font, & Gil, 2014). In a choice study, 55 

consumers are presented with a series of alternative choice scenarios and are asked to choose 56 

their most preferred option within each choice scenario. The different alternatives are 57 

composed of different combinations of attribute levels which characterize the goods (e.g. 58 

price, nutritional content, etc.) usually based on an experimental design. One of the arguments 59 

put forward for choice-based methods in comparison to rating or ranking methods, is that  60 

having respondents choose a single preferred stimulus among a set of stimuli better 61 

approximates a real purchase situation (Carson et al., 1994; Louviere et al., 2000). CEs 62 

originate from economics and are increasingly expanding to different fields such as 63 

transportation, environment, health and marketing. During the last years there have been an 64 

increasing number of applications of CEs also in food consumer studies (Lusk, Fields, & 65 

Prevatt, 2008; Van Loo, Caputo, Nayga, Meullenet, & Ricke, 2011; Van Wezemael, Caputo, 66 

Nayga, Chryssochoidis, & Verbeke, 2014). 67 

 68 
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1.3 Consumer heterogeneity 69 

Consumer heterogeneity with respect to preference pattern, described as “a key and 70 

permanent feature of food choice” by Combris, Bazoche, Giraud-Héraud, & Issanchou 71 

(2009), is an important and natural element of food choice research (Almli, Øvrum, Hersleth, 72 

Almøy, & Næs, 2015). Preference heterogeneity can be investigated in terms of demographics 73 

(e.g. gender, age, income), attitudes (e.g. preference for certain product characteristics) and 74 

habits (e.g. ways and location of food consumption), and is of particular importance for food 75 

practitioners (Næs, Brockhoff, & Tomic, 2010) in order to develop and market food products 76 

that better meet consumers’ needs and wishes.   77 

At an overall level and independently from data collection and statistical approach, one can 78 

identify two main strategies of consumers segmentations: a priori segmentation and a 79 

posteriori segmentation (Næs, et al., 2010; Næs, Kubberød, & Sivertsen, 2001). The a priori 80 

segmentation is based on splitting the consumer group into segments according to consumer 81 

attributes and then analyzing the group preferences separately or together in an ANOVA 82 

model or a Mixed Logit model (depending on data collection, see e.g. Asioli, Næs, Øvrum, & 83 

Almli, 2016) that combine design factors and consumer attributes in one single model (Næs, 84 

et al., 2010).  85 

 86 

The second strategy is called a posteriori segmentation and is based on creating consumer 87 

groups of similar product preferences by analyzing the actual preference, liking or purchase 88 

intent data to create segments, and then relating segments to consumer characteristics a 89 

posteriori. According to Gustafsson, A., Herrmann, A., & Huber (2003) there are different 90 

approaches to a posteriori segmentation. The main advantage of a posteriori segmentation is 91 

that it is unsupervised in the sense that the segments are determined without external 92 

influence of consumer attributes, so it is more open to new and unexpected results (Næs, et 93 
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al., 2010). In this paper we will use an approach based on visual inspection of scores plots 94 

from principal components analysis (PCA) (see e.g. Endrizzi, Gasperi, Rødbotten, & Næs, 95 

2014), but other possibilities also exist. An important example here is Latent Class Analysis 96 

(LCA) which is based on a mathematical optimisiation criterion developed for splitting the 97 

group of consumers into segments with similar response pattern (Boxall & Adamowicz, 98 

2002). 99 

 100 

It should be mentioned that there also exists another option more or less between the two 101 

segmentation strategies discussed above. This is based on using the consumer attributes 102 

explicitly in the segmentation procedure as done in for instance by Vigneau, Endrizzi, & 103 

Qannari (2011). In this paper, however, only a priori and a posteriori segmentation will be in 104 

focus.       105 

 106 

1.4 Objectives of the study 107 

The objective of this study is to compare two different strategies of investigating consumer 108 

attributes in CEs, one a priori and one a posteriori strategy. The first strategy includes 109 

consumer attributes a priori together with product attributes in a Mixed Logit model and is 110 

therefore a one-step strategy. The second strategy is a two-step strategy based on investigating 111 

consumers with similar/dissimilar choices using a Mixed Logit model followed by Principal 112 

Component Analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS) regression (Wold, Martens, & 113 

Wold, 1983) or PLS classification (Ståhle & Wold, 1987) for relating the preference pattern to 114 

the consumer attributes a posteriori. To compare the methods, data from a conjoint choice 115 

experiment investigating consumer preferences for iced coffee products in Norway were used. 116 

Practical issues, user-friendliness and interpretation of the two approaches will be discussed.  117 

 118 
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2. THEORY: STATISTICAL METHODS USED  119 

Choice-based data are routinely analysed within a random utility framework called Discrete 120 

Choice Models (DCMs) (Train, 2009). The approach is based on modelling “utility”, that is to 121 

say the net benefit a consumer obtains from selecting a specific product in a choice situation, 122 

as a function of the conjoint factors. DCMs aim at understanding the behavioural process that 123 

leads to a consumer’s choice (Train, 2009). DCMs emerged some decades ago and have 124 

undergone a rapid development from the original fixed coefficients models such as 125 

multinomial logit, to the highly general and flexible Mixed Logit (ML) model. In the ML 126 

model, the utility of a product j for individual m in a choice occasion t is written:  127 

        Umjt = β’m xmjt + εmjt          (1) 128 

where βm is a random vector of individual-specific parameters accounting for preference 129 

heterogeneity, xmjt is a vector of conjoint factors, and εmjt  is a random error term. For the ML 130 

model it is assumed that the random errors are independent identically distributed (i.i.d) and 131 

follow a so-called extreme value distribution (see Train, 2009 for theoretical argument for the 132 

distributional assumption). An advantage of the ML model is that one may freely include 133 

random parameters βm of any distributions and correlations between random factors. This 134 

flexibility allows writing models that better match real-world situations. ML models have 135 

been applied also in consumer food studies (Alfnes, 2004; Bonnet & Simioni, 2001; 136 

Hasselbach & Roosen, 2015; Øvrum, Alfnes, Almli, & Rickertsen, 2012). In Øvrum et al. 137 

(2012) CE was used for investigating how diet choices are affected by exposure to diet-related 138 

health information on semi-hard cheese. Hasselbach & Roosen (2015) investigated whether 139 

the concepts of organic and local food support or threaten each other in consumers’ choice by 140 

using a CE. Alfnes (2004) investigated Norwegians consumers’ preferences for country of 141 

origin and hormone status of beef using the ML model. In these studies, as in most studies 142 
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which apply the ML model, consumers’ heterogeneity was not investigated in depth (i.e. 143 

segmentation).  144 

 145 

In the next two sections (2.1 and 2.2), the two strategies introduced in Section 1.3 will be 146 

described.  147 

 148 

2.1 STRATEGY 1: Simultaneous Mixed Logit model of the conjoint factors and consumer 149 

attributes (One-step strategy with a priori segmentation) 150 

The first strategy is inspired by the analysis of individual acceptance ratings using a Mixed 151 

Model ANOVA approach (see e.g. Næs, Almli, Bølling Johansen, & Hersleth, 2010). It 152 

consists of including both conjoint factors and categorical consumer characteristics and their 153 

interactions in one model. This means that in addition to the conjoint factor  xmjt  in the model 154 

above, one adds additional variables that represent the consumer attributes. In practice, the 155 

number of attributes added in this way should be limited due to the lowering of power and 156 

also possible more complex interpretation. Note that attributes added in this way could also in 157 

principle be based on consumer segments (obtained by for instance an initial analysis) other 158 

than those obtained by using the measured consumer attributes individually.     159 

Note that interactions between conjoint factors and consumer attributes are of special 160 

importance since they represent how the different consumer groups respond differently to the 161 

different conjoint factors. This strategy is the same as used in Asioli et al. (2016) for 162 

analsying the same data set as used here. 163 

 164 
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2.2 STRATEGY 2: Combining Mixed Logit model, PCA and PLS regression (Multi-step 165 

strategy with a posteriori segmentation) 166 

The second strategy has been initially proposed within the framework of Mixed Model 167 

ANOVA (Endrizzi et al., 2014; Endrizzi, Menichelli, Johansen, Olsen, & Næs, 2011; Næs, 168 

Almli, et al., 2010). However, this approach can also easily be extended to choice data using 169 

the Mixed Logit model (Almli et al., 2015). First, choice data are analyzed using the ML 170 

model by including only conjoint factors and possibly also their interactions, as presented in 171 

Eq. 1). Then, the matrix of individual parameter estimates mβ̂ extracted from the ML model 172 

are analyzed and interpreted using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). At this point, two 173 

different approaches for investigating consumer attributes can be applied. 174 

 175 

Option 1. A first possible approach is to relate the PCs directly to consumer attributes using 176 

for instance Partial Least Squares regression (Endrizzi et al., 2011) which can easily handle a 177 

large number of highly collinear attributes. Note that one could also use the parameter 178 

estimates mβ̂  directly as responses in the PLS regression or several principal components at 179 

the same time. The choice made here of using the PCs as dependent variables was made since 180 

the principal components correspond more or less 100% to the design variables, and since it is 181 

of major interest to investigate explicitly how the consumer attributes relate to the different 182 

conjoint factors in the design. This option also facilitates the comparison with the first 183 

analysis strategy described above (Strategy 1). In order to highlight this aspect, each principal 184 

component was handled independently.  185 

 186 

Option 2. A second possible approach is to identify segments in the Principal Component 187 

Analysis (PCA), either visually (visual segmentation, Endrizzi et al., 2011) or automatically 188 
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(using cluster analysis). Then, the consumer segments are investigated in terms of socio-189 

demographics, habits and attitudes attributes using for instance Partial Least Squares – 190 

Discrimintion Analysis (PLS-DA, Barker & Rayens, 2003; Ståhle & Wold, 1987) which 191 

relates the consumer segments to consumer attributes. The main advantage of such an 192 

approach is that one can decide during the second step which segments or groups of 193 

consumers one is interested in investigating. An application of this method is provided by 194 

Almli et al. (2015) who used this approach on ranking data in a consumer study of semi-hard 195 

cheese.  196 

 197 

In this paper, all PLS regressions and PLS-DA models were run on standardised input 198 

variables, using cross-validation on 10 random segments and performing a jack-knife 199 

uncertainty test with 95% confidence interval for the detection of significant variables 200 

(Martens & Martens, 2000). Calculations were performed in The Unscrambler X 10.2 (Camo 201 

Software AS, Oslo). Due to the large number of consumer attributes collected, a two-step 202 

procedure was used: in the first step all the consumers’ attributes were included in the model. 203 

Then, in the second step a new model was run only including significant consumers’attributes 204 

from the first step. This results in a better suited and more parsimonial model. For the PLS-205 

DA the consumer groups were represented by dummy variables (Ys) in the PLS-DA, while 206 

consumer attributes were used as independent variables (Xs). 207 

 208 

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS 209 

3.1 Consumer test 210 

We tested the approaches using a dataset based on iced-coffee products. A sample of 102 211 

consumers was recruited in the region south of Oslo, Norway, in November 2012. The test 212 
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included four sessions, one of them being  a choice task. For details about the experiment and 213 

socio – demographic characteristics of the sample investigated, see Asioli et al. (2016).  214 

 
215 

3.2 Iced coffee products 216 

Conjont factors and their levels for the iced coffee profiles presented to the consumers were 217 

selected based on focus group results; see Asioli, Næs, Granli, & Lengard Almli (2014) for 218 

details. Table 1 shows the four conjont factors and levels that were selected: coffee type, 219 

calorie content and origin with two levels each, and price with three levels.  220 

 221 

Table 1 – Conjont factors and levels used in the conjoint design 222 

<<Please, place here table 1>> 223 

 224 

3.3 Choice task 225 

An orthogonal choice design composed of eight choice sets of three products each was 226 

generated in SAS version 9.3 (see appendix I). The design featured 20 unique samples where 227 

all of them were taken from the full factorial design (see Asioli et al, 2016 for more details) . 228 

Usually in choice studies a “no-choice” option is included because it can provide a better 229 

market penetration prediction (Enneking et al., 2007; Haaijer et al., 2001). However, in this 230 

paper we did not aim to predict market penetration, thus we decided not to include the “no-231 

choice” option and only iced-coffee consumers were recruited to the test. 232 

 233 
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The eight triads of iced coffee profiles were displayed successively on a computer screen in 234 

the form of photographs (see Figure 1).  235 

 236 

Figure 1 – One of the iced coffee profiles 237 

<<Please, place here figure 1>> 238 

 239 

Product presentation was randomized across participants both at choice set level and at 240 

product level within choice sets. For each choice-set, consumers’ probability of buying was 241 

elicited with the question: “Imagine that you are purchasing iced coffee. Which of these iced 242 

coffees are you most likely to buy?” and participants answered by clicking on one of the three 243 

alternatives.  244 

 245 

3.4 Consumer attributes 246 

In order to investigate individual differences, we have collected a number of consumer 247 

attributes. The attributes investigated are related to iced coffee consumption habits 248 

(importance of attributes for purchasing, consumption frequency, duration (years) of iced 249 

coffee consumption, consumption time of the day, location of consumption, location of 250 

purchasing, alternative products, motivations of consumption and types of products), warm 251 

coffee habits (types of additives, location of consumption), food attitudes (items of food 252 

neophobia, health consciousness and ethnocentricity) and socio-demographic attributes.  253 

Consumers attributes are measured using both numerical and categorical variables. For the 254 

importance of attributes for choosing iced coffee, the scale is anchored in 1 (Not important at 255 

all) and 5 (Very important at all). The same is the case for the habits attributes. All the 256 
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categorical attributes have been coded using dummy variables where 0 represents the absence 257 

of the actual level while 1 represents the presence of the attribute level. The complete list of 258 

attributes can be obtained from the authors.  259 

 260 

3.5 Data analysis 261 

All conjoint factors were coded using effects coding (-1; 1) (Bech & Gyrd-Hansen, 2005), 262 

except price which was coded in three levels (mean centered) (-1; 0; 1). In other words, the 263 

price was coded as a linear covariate (see Asioli et al., 2016 for arguments). For illustration of 264 

Strategy 1, we decided to consider only two segmentation attributes, Gender and Age group. 265 

Note that many other choices could have been made, these two are only chosen for illustration 266 

of the methodology. The factors used were coded as presented in Table 2.  267 

 268 

Table 2 – Factors coded and their description 269 

<<Please, place here table 2>> 270 

 271 

The ML model for the two cases considered here provide both population averages of the 272 

regression coefficients and the set of individual coefficients. The population averages can be 273 

interpreted directly in terms of p-values and their signs. Magnitudes of the factors can only be 274 

considered relative to one another since the utility scale does not represent a true rating scale 275 

given by the consumers (see Train, 2009). The standard deviation of the individual 276 

coefficients will also be considered in this paper.   277 

 278 
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3.5.1 STRATEGY 1: Simultaneous Mixed Logit model of the conjoint factors and 279 

consumer attributes (One-step strategy) 280 

Following eq. 2) below, we included two consumer attributes in the ML model, namely 281 

Gender and Age. Introducing more consumer attributes may make the estimated conjoint 282 

effects weaker and thus disturb interpretation (Næs, Almli, et al., 2010); it may also be 283 

technically more difficult to achieve in a software context. This is particularly true if there are 284 

attributes with several levels or attributes that are continuous. In addition, the attributes may 285 

be collinear, making estimation very unstable and the results difficult to interpret. In this 286 

paper we confine ourselves to incorporating two consumer attributes Gender and Age.  287 

In our main specification of the model we incoporate main effects of the conjoint factors and 288 

all two-factor interactions among the conjoint factors and between the conjoint factors and the 289 

consumer attributes. The utility ML model for iced coffee j for individual i in choice occasion 290 

t can be written: 291 

 292 

Uijt = β1i Coffeeijt+ β2i Caloriesijt + β3i Originijt + β4i Priceijt + β5i (Coffee* Calories)ijt + β6i 293 

(Coffee*Origin)ijt + β7i (Coffee*Price)ijt + β8i (Calories*Origin)ijt + β9i 294 

(Calories*Price)ijt + β10i (Origin*Price)ijt + β11i (Age*Coffee)ijt + β12i (Age *Price)ijt + 295 

β13i (Age *Calories)ijt + β14i (Age*Origin)ijt + β15i (Gender*Coffee)ijt + β16i 296 

(Gender*Price)ijt + β17i (Gender *Calories)ijt + β18 (Gender*Origin)ijt + εmjt    (2) 297 

 298 

The interaction effects are obtained by multiplying the columns in the data set for the 299 

corresponding main effects. The consumer effect is automatically incorporated here since all 300 

coefficients are considered random. Note that Gender and Age have no main effect, the reason 301 

being that only the relative differences in each individual’s utility pattern influences the 302 
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choice model. The chosen ML model assumes independent random parameters with normal 303 

distributions for all conjoint factors, consumer attributes and two-way interactions. The ML 304 

model was estimated using the Stata module mixlogit (Hole, 2007) run in STATA 11.2 305 

software (StataCorp LP, College Station, US). Four thousand Halton draws were used in the 306 

simulations. More details on estimation of ML models are found in Train (2009) and Hole 307 

(2007). Note that from a segments point of view the interest lies in the interactions between 308 

consumer attributes and the conjoint factors. Note also that one can calculate the individual 309 

random coefficients and their standard deviations (SDs) for this model as will be shown in 310 

Section 4.1. 311 

 312 

3.5.2 STRATEGY 2: Mixed Logit Model, PCA and PLS (Multi-step strategy) 313 

Mixed Logit Model 314 

Following eq.1), we developed a Mixed Logit Model which includes the main effects and 315 

two-way interactions among conjoint factors. Thus, in our main specification of the model we 316 

included all the main effects and interactions among the conjoint factors for Coffee, Calories, 317 

Origin and Price. The utility ML model for iced coffee j for individual i in choice occasion t is 318 

written: 319 

 320 

Uijt = β1i Coffeeijt+ β2i Caloriesijt + β3i Originijt + β4i Priceijt + Β5i (Coffee* Calories)ijt + β6i 321 

(Coffee*Origin)ijt + β7i (Coffee*Price)ijt + β8i (Calories*Origin)ijt + β9i 322 

(Calories*Price)ijt + β10i (Origin*Price)ijt + εmjt      (3) 323 

 324 
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As can be seen, except for the consumer attributes, the two models are identical. For the 325 

technical details on how the calculations have been performed see section 3.5.1. 326 

Then, the matrix of individual parameter estimates mβ̂ was extracted from the ML model (Eq. 327 

3) by using the command mixlbeta in STATA. Note that this matrix of individual estimates 328 

plays a similar role as the residuals matrix from a reduced mixed model ANOVA on rating 329 

data in the sense that both reflect individual variations from population effects (Næs, Almli, et 330 

al., 2010).  331 

 332 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 333 

The matrix of individual parameter estimates mβ̂  extracted from the Mixed Logit Model 334 

analysis is submitted to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in order to identify the main 335 

components of variation between individuals. PCA was conducted in the multivariate 336 

statistical software package The Unscrambler X 10.2 (Camo Software AS, Norway). 337 

 338 

Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression 339 

PLS regression was conducted in the multivariate statistics software package The 340 

Unscrambler X 10.2 (Camo Software AS, Norway). Two different ways of relating PCA to 341 

consumer attributes will be handled here. 342 

 343 

OPTION 1: Relating PCA components to the consumer attributes 344 

In this case the principal components (PCs) are independently related to consumer attributes 345 

(here external variables) using simple PLS regression (see Section 2.2 for arguments).  346 

 347 
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OPTION 2: Individual preferences and consumer segmentation 348 

In this case, a visual segmentation based on the first PCA score is performed and used for 349 

illustration of the method. Visual segmentation is sometimes more relevant than using a 350 

clustering algorithm since there are usually no clear segments in this type of studies (Næs, et 351 

al., 2010, Endrizzi et al., 2011). In a visual approach, segmentation can be done according to 352 

the interpretation that one is interested in investigating in more detail. Finally, consumers are 353 

characterized in terms of socio-demographics, attitudes and habits with the help of a PLS-DA 354 

regression model relating the defined segments to the questionnaire.  355 

 356 

Note that since this approach is based on the same basic data as for Option 1, one can in many 357 

cases not expect large differences in conclusions between the two options. Option 2 is, 358 

however, more specific in the sense that it can also be used for segments with a special shape 359 

not directly related to one of the components which is the case for the one used below for 360 

illustration purposes. 361 

 362 

We refer to Section 2.2 for a more detatiled analysis of how the PLS regression method was 363 

used.  364 

 365 

4. RESULTS  366 

4.1 STRATEGY 1: Simultaneous Mixed Logit Model of the conjoint factors and consumer 367 

attributes (One-step strategy) 368 

Table 3 contains the estimated parameters of the Mixed Logit model (means and standard 369 

deviations) for the main effects of the conjoint factors, their interactions and interactions with 370 

sociodemographics terms at population level as well as the variability of the individual 371 
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coefficients as measured by SD. The null hypothesis that all coefficients are zero is rejected 372 

by a Wald test (p-value <0.001) which indicates that the attributes chosen are considered 373 

relevant by consumers. The number of observations in the model is equal to 2376, which 374 

corresponds to n = 99 participants and not n = 102, because three consumers did not declare 375 

their age.  376 

 377 

Note that the results are slightly different from the results in paper (Asioli et al., 2016) for the 378 

same data. The reason for this is that the methods is iterative and that in the present article we 379 

used 4,000 so-called halton draws instead of 2,000 in the previous paper (Asioli et al., 2016). 380 

As can be seen, however, the p-values for the different tests are quite similar to each other and 381 

none of the general conclusions is altered.  382 

 383 

Table 3 – Estimated parameters for ML model with conjoint variables’ main effects and 384 

interactions, and interactions with socio-demographic attributes (Strategy 1). The two 385 

columns to the left refer to the population effects while the two columns to the right 386 

correspond to the individual differences as measured by standard deviations (SD). 387 

<<Please, place here table 3>> 388 

 389 

On average the consumers prefer low calorie coffees, Norwegian origin and low prices while 390 

they do not seem to have any strong differences in preference for the two Coffee types (Table 391 

3). However, Price has a stronger negative effect than Origin and Calories. It is interesting to 392 

note that only main effect Coffee type has significant SDs (see Asioli et al., 2016 for more 393 

details), indicating large individual differences in preference for this factor. In other words, 394 
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even without a significant overall effect of coffee, there is a lot of individual variation among 395 

consumers.  396 

With regard to the interaction effects among conjoint factors the only significant interaction 397 

effect (in the population) detected is Coffee*Price (p=0.012) (Table 3). Thus, consumers who 398 

prefer latte are a little bit more sensitive to price changes than consumers who prefer espresso, 399 

showing a slightly stronger preference for low price. With regard to the interaction effects 400 

crossing conjoint factors with socio-demographic attributes, the most significant interaction 401 

effects are Calories*Gender (p<0.001) and Coffee*Gender (p=0.034) (Table 3). This indicates 402 

that males and females (on average) show different preferences for calorie contents and  iced 403 

coffee types (i.e. Latte and Espresso). More specifically, females prefer low calories much 404 

more strongly than males. Interaction plots illustrating these results are available in Asioli et 405 

al. (2016)
1
.  406 

 407 

It is interesting to note that there are several interaction effects (i.e. Coffee*Calories, 408 

Coffee*Age, Origin*Age, Price*Age) with significant standard deviations (SDs), indicating 409 

the relevance of individual differences and also differences within the genders and age groups 410 

that are not visible when looking only at the average Gender and Age effects. 411 

 412 

4.2 STRATEGY 2: Mixed Logit Model, PCA, PLS regression and PLS discrimination 413 

(Multi-step strategy) 414 

4.2.1 Mixed Logit Model 415 

Table 4 contains the estimated parameters of the Mixed Logit model (means and standard 416 

deviations) for the main effects of the conjoint factors and their interactions terms at 417 

                                                 
1
 As indicated before, the model used here is a bit different (different number of iterations), but the results are 

similar as well as the interaction plots. 
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population level as well as as the variability of the individual coefficients as measured by SD. 418 

Again the null hypothesis that all coefficients are zero is rejected by a Wald test (p-value 419 

<0.01).   420 

 421 

Table 4 – Estimated parameters for ML model with conjoint variables’ main effects and 422 

interactions (Strategy 2). The two columns to the left refer to the population effects 423 

while the two columns to the right correspond to the individual differences as measured 424 

by standard deviations (SD). 425 

<<Please, place here table 4>> 426 

 427 

From Table 4 we can see again that on average consumers prefer low calories, low prices and 428 

Norwegian origin while coffee type is not significant at mean population level which is 429 

consistent with results obtained from strategy one (see section 4.1.1). It is interesting to note 430 

that all the conjoint factors (main effects) have significant standard deviations (SDs) meaning 431 

that there are individual differences in perception. This corresponds to the results in strategy 432 

one with significant SD’s for several of the interactions with Gender and Age. But as can be 433 

seen, in this case without Age and Gender effects, this element appears in the SD’s for the 434 

main effects themselves. In strategy two these individual differences will be further 435 

investigated in the following steps. 436 

From Table 4 we can see that only one interaction is significant, namely the interaction 437 

between coffee type and price (Coffee*Price), again corresponding to above.  438 

 439 
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4.2.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on regression coefficients 440 

In order to further investigate consumer attributes, a PCA model was run on individual 441 

regression coefficient estimates from the ML model above (i.e. model including only main 442 

effects and interactions of conjoint factors) (Figure 2). In the PCA model the coefficients are 443 

not standardized to preserve the original scale variations. In the following, we concentrate on 444 

four principal components (PCs), corresponding very well with the four design factors in the 445 

following order: Coffee type (on PC-1, explaining 86% of the variance), Origin (on PC-2, 446 

explaining 6% of the variance), Calories (on PC-3, explaining 4% of the variance) and Price 447 

(on PC-4, explaining 3% of the variance). The correspondence between principal components 448 

and design factors is natural because of the orthogonality of the design. As can also be seen, 449 

the order of importance does not match the relative importance of the factors at a population 450 

level (averages) indicated in the ML model, while it corresponds very well with the order 451 

indicated by the significant SD's in Table 4. Thus, it is clear that Coffee type explains the 452 

largest variance, followed by Origin and Calories. It is also interesting to note that Price 453 

contributes least to the variance. This is because there is a strong agreement between 454 

consumers in the direction of preferring a lower price for the same product attributes. On the 455 

contrary, there is no preferred type of coffee at population level (this main effect is non 456 

significant), but a lot of individual variations revealed by the SDs and the PCA results. This 457 

clearly shows the shortcomings of only looking at average effects that is often done in many 458 

conjoint studies.  459 

It is important to emphasize that instead of the PCs of the regression coefficients one could in 460 

this case, based on an orthogonal design, have used the main effect estimates for the 461 

consumers directly as response variables. For non-orthogonal designs, the relation between 462 

main effects and the PCA plot may be more complicated. Using the PCA also opens up the 463 

possibility of identifying more easily consumers with for instance large values on two or more 464 
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of the components. This latter aspect could be important for segmentation purposes as is the 465 

case for the Option 2 below.  466 

 467 

Figure 2 – PCA correlation loadings plot - for PC-1 and PC-2 - on individual Mixed 468 

Logit parameter estimates from choice data (scores are presented in Figure 6) 469 

<<Please, place here figure 2>> 470 

Note: the names placed in the figure on the extremes of PC-1 (Espresso and Latte) and PC-2 (Italy and Norway) 471 

have been inserted for a better interpretation of the bi-plot. 472 

 473 

4.2.3 Investigation of consumer attributes 474 

As indicated in the section 3.5.2 two options for investigating consumer attributes starting 475 

from the PCA analysis will be tested. The first option relates consumer attributes as external 476 

variables directly to the PCs indentified using for instance PLS regression, while in the 477 

second option the consumer attributes are related to segments determined in the PCA plot, 478 

using PLS-DA. In all cases, the PLS regression allows for many collinear explanatory 479 

attributes which is a clear advantage of the method. The values of the explained variances 480 

indicated in the next steps refer to the plots with only significant consumer attributes. 481 

 482 

OPTION 1: Relating PCs to consumer attributes  483 

We applied PLS regression by relating the PCs identified in the PCA above directly to 484 

consumer attributes. Due to the independence of the axes, it is most natural here to consider 485 

the axes separately (individual PCs), but a joint analysis is also possible (see above). The 486 

results from components 3 and 4 will only be mentioned briefly without Figures. 487 
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Figure 3 presents PC-1 (Coffee type) and its relation to consumer attributes. The cross-488 

validation (CV) indicates that one component is clearly significant, but component two also 489 

added slightly to prediction ability. The explained variances for components 1 and 2 are equal 490 

to 20% and 11% for X and 50% and 5% for Y. We can notice that there is a large number of 491 

significant, as determined by the jack-knife method described above for 1 492 

component,consumer attributes as compared to the other PCs (see for instance Figures 4 for 493 

PC-2 results).  494 

In particular, PC-1 (describing conjoint factor Coffe type, see Figure 3) is positively 495 

correlated to espresso coffee habits (preference for high coffee intensity, warm coffee, 496 

espresso, americano, regular and black coffee) and males while it is negatively correlated to 497 

consumption habits of warm coffee with milk (e.g. milk content, latte and  cappuccino) (Table 498 

5). Thus PC-1 describes two directions of coffee type habits, which also indicates the 499 

possibility to identify two groups of consumers as we will see in the option two. As can be 500 

seen, there is a natural correspondence between the preference pattern and what the 501 

consumers indicate that they do/like. The position of the consumer attributes in the plots 502 

before and after the significant test is more or less the same in both configurations. 503 

Gender 504 

 505 

Figure 3 – Correlation loadings - PLS components 1 and 2 - with significant consumer 506 

attributes from PLS regression model using PC-1 as dependent variable (Coffee type) 507 

<<Please, place here figure 3>> 508 

 509 
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Using two components in the significance tests changed the number of significant attributes 510 

slightly. In particular, two attributes related to iced coffee habits (preference for brand B and 511 

canteen as location of iced coffee consumption) have now a significantly positive correlation 512 

to PC-1 (Coffe type direction). On the other hand preference for Brand A iced coffee, 513 

americano warm coffee and indication of work/university as usual location of warm coffee 514 

consumption are no longer significant. All attributes that are significant for both one and two 515 

components PLS models are located in the same positions in both plots. For two components 516 

Gender was not significant, but this is not so surprising since Gender is only borderline 517 

significant in Strategy 1.  518 

 519 

Table 5 – Significant consumers attributes for the one-component model (PC1) (p-values 520 

on regression coefficients, from jack-knife test) 521 

<<Please, place here table 5>> 522 

 523 

For PC-2, the predictive CV indicated that none of the components was significant, but based 524 

on one component the jack-knife significance test gave a number of significant attributes. 525 

Figure 4 shows the relation of PC-2 (describing conjoint factor Origin, see Figure 4) with 526 

significant consumer attributes. The explained variances for 1 and 2 components are now 36% 527 

and 16% for X and 21% and 1% for Y.  528 

 529 

Figure 4 – Correlation loadings - PLS components 1 and 2 - with significant consumer 530 

attributes from PLS regression model using PC-2 (Origin)   531 

<<Please, place here figure 4>> 532 
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 533 

We can see that PC-2 is positively related to location of iced coffee consumption (i.e. 534 

café/restaurant and bar) which is negatively correlated to consumer attributes importance of 535 

origin and preference for foods of Norwegian origin and for familiar foods (Table 6). Neither 536 

Age nor Gender were significant in this case, which corresponds to the findings from Strategy 537 

1. The position of the consumer attributes in the plots before and after the significant test and 538 

variable selection is more or less the same. 539 

 540 

Table 6 – Significant consumers’ attributes for the two-component model (PC1-PC2) (p-541 

values on regression coefficients, from jack- 542 

<<Please, place here table 6>> 543 

 544 

For PC-3 (describing conjoint factor Calories) the cross-validation (CV) indicates a slight 545 

significance of the first component and therefore only one component was used in the jack-546 

knife test. PC-3 was found to be positively correlated with price and Gender (males) and 547 

negatively correlated with calories, use of sweetener and warm coffee habits (i.e. cappuccino 548 

and americano). Gender was in this case one of the significant attributes which is positively 549 

correlated to PC-3. This indicates that the differences between the calorie levels is more 550 

important for the females than it is for the males (Asioli et al., 2016), which is in 551 

correspondance with the results for Strategy 1. The position of the consumer attributes in the 552 

plots before and after the significant test is more less the same. Finally, PC-4 (which is related 553 

to individual differences in perception of price) is positively correlated to origin and 554 

negatively correlated to price and calories. Again no component was significant in the cross-555 

validation, and only one component was used in the jack-knife test. The attributes reported 556 
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here are the ones found to be significant. In this case neither Age nor Gender was significant. 557 

The position of the consumer attributes in the plots before and after the significance test and 558 

variable selection is more or less the same. 559 

As we have seen, in these analyses, Gender shows up as significant for PC-1 and PC-3 (i.e. 560 

for coffee and calories). This means that the two genders have a different preference for the 561 

two coffee types and calories levels, i.e. there is an interaction between the two. This 562 

corresponds exactly to what was found in Strategy 1 where the interaction between Gender 563 

and the two conjoint factors (coffee type and calories) were the only two interactions found to 564 

be significant (see Table 3). In the present Strategy (option one), however, one can also obtain 565 

information about the other attributes and how they relate to the conjoint factors which is 566 

clearly more difficult in Strategy 1. 567 

Quantification of the individual differences in the interactions between Gender and conjoint 568 

factors which was a major issue in the previous strategy is, however, less obvious in the 569 

present case. One can see clear individual differences in the scores plot regarding preferences 570 

along the different conjoint factors, but a numerical statement of significance is not available 571 

here, in contrast to Strategy 1. 572 

Note that for none of the analyses the significance tests and elimination of the non-signifiant 573 

variables changed the general structure/position of the reminaing variables. The elimination of 574 

variables must here therefore mainly be considered a way of making plots interpretation 575 

simpler.   576 

 577 

OPTION 2: Preference heterogeneity and consumer segmentation  578 

Espresso and Latte segments (PCA) 579 
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For comparison with the above and for illustrating this second option we decided to 580 

concentrate on two equally-sized segments determined along the first PCA axis. It should, 581 

however, be emphasised that other PCs can be used to define segments depending on the 582 

objective of the study. For example, four segments defined along PC1 and PC2 could also be 583 

used as has been done in a previous paper with rating data (Asioli et al., 2014). Indeed, visual 584 

segmentation can easily be performed and it is flexible (Almli et al., 2015; Næs, et al., 2010). 585 

The consumer segments consist of 51 subjects for the Espresso group and 51 subjects for the 586 

Latte group (Figure 5). In the following sections these segments are referred to as “Espresso” 587 

and “Latte” segments, respectively (see section 4.2.2).  588 

 589 

Figure 5 – PCA scores plot on individual Mixed Logit parameter estimates from choice 590 

data 591 

<<Please, place here figure 5>> 592 

 593 

Segments characteristics 594 

To describe the consumer segments in terms of habits, attitudes and socio-demographic 595 

attributes an approach based on PLS-DA was used (Figure 6). The consumer groups (Latte 596 

and Espresso) were represented by dummy variables (Ys) in the PLS-DA, while consumer 597 

attributes were used as independent variables (Xs). The cross-validation (CV) indicates that 598 

only one component had a significant prediction ability and therefore only one component 599 

was used in the jack-knife test. The explained variances for the first two components were 600 

29% and 19% for X and 34% and 1% for Y. Socio-demographic attributes were not found to 601 

be significant.With regard to warm coffee consumption habits, the two segments differ 602 

significantly for several attributes. Consumers in the Espresso group show the highest 603 
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consumption of  “Espresso” warm coffee type and also preference for “black” warm coffee. 604 

Finally, consumers belonging to the Latte segment have preference for two types of warm 605 

coffee: latte and capuccino. These findings are fully coherent with the definition of the two 606 

groups. Further, only one iced coffee habit has been found significant which is the preference 607 

for Espresso segment of the “B” brand. 608 

As can be seen these results are similar to the results of the PC-1 in the option one which is 609 

natural since we segmented the consumers based on PC-1. The main reason for incorporating 610 

the Option 2 here, however, is that it can also be used for other segments with shapes and 611 

positions not directly related to one of the components as was the case here.  612 

As can be seen Gender is no longer significant at the fixed significance level. As discussed 613 

above this is not totally surprising since Gender is borderline significant and therefore two 614 

different tests may lead to different conclusions relative to a fixed significance threshold.  615 

 616 

Figure 6 – Correlation loadings with significant consumer attributes from PLS-DA 617 

model 618 

<<Please, place here figure 6>> 619 

 620 

5. DISCUSSION  621 

The main aim of this paper was to compare two different strategies for investigating 622 

individual differences among consumers using choice data collected in a study about 623 

consumer preferences for iced coffee products in Norway. The focus of the paper is on 624 

methodology and advantages and disadvantages from a methodological point of view. It must, 625 
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however, be emphasized that the methods should be compared on more data sets in order to 626 

come with more general statements about their properties.   627 

 628 

5.1 Comparison of the two strategies in terms of flexibility 629 

The multi-step Strategy (here Strategy 2) can be considered more flexible compared to the 630 

one-step Strategy (here Strategy 1) since the latter is only able to investigate a limitated 631 

number of pre-defined consumer attributes at a time. The multi-step Strategy on the other 632 

hand can be used to investigate a large number of potentially collinear consumer attributes at 633 

the same time. This is important since no selection of attributes is needed before analysis. 634 

Options 1 and 2 for Strategy 2 are more or less equally flexible. For the first one, one can 635 

relate the regression coefficients or their PCs as done here directly to the consumer attributes, 636 

while for option 2 one can look at different segments depending on the scope of the analysis. 637 

The latter then opens up for a more focused analysis related to what one is most interetested 638 

in studying. 639 

 640 

5.2 Comparison of the two strategies in terms of data analysis, computation and 641 

interpretation 642 

Data analysis and computation of the one-step strategy can be considered simpler to perform 643 

compared to the multi-step strategy. First of all the one-step strategy requires skills and 644 

expertise related to only one statistical model (Mixed Logit Model) while in the multi-step 645 

strategy three models have to be performed (Mixed Logit Model, PCA and PLS regression). 646 

This also means that it may require expertise and skills about two software programs, such as 647 

(in this case)  STATA 11.2 and The Unscrambler X 10.2.  648 
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For the comparison of options 1 and 2 for Strategy 2, the second one is more complex since 649 

an additional step of choosing the segments comes in on top of ML modelling and regression.  650 

From an interpretation point of view, Strategy 1 is slightly simpler since all results are to be 651 

found in one table only. However Strategy 2 has the advantage of using maps which are very 652 

easy to understand in comparison with estimate values, especially for non statisticians. 653 

 654 

5.3 Comparison of the two approaches in terms of outcomes 655 

A possible drawback with Strategy 2 is that it is harder to obtain quantitative information 656 

about the individual differences in consumers’ liking for a conjoint factor within for instance 657 

a consumer attribute such as Gender or Age. It may be visible in the plot that such a tendency 658 

is clear, but a quantitiave assessment is more difficult to get.  659 

For the elements that can be compared the two strategies led in this case to similar results 660 

regarding the main and interaction effects among the conjoint factors. Indeed, both strategies 661 

show that consumers have strong preferences for low calories, Norwegian origin and low 662 

price iced coffee products as main effects, while there is a significant effect for the interaction 663 

Coffee*Price. Strategy 2, however, added information about a number of other consumer 664 

attributes which may be very important for product development practices.  665 

 666 

6. CONCLUSIONS 667 

This study compared two different ways investigating individual differences and their relation 668 

to consumer attributes using choice data. One of the strategies is a one-step a priori 669 

segmentation strategy based on joint Mixed Logit modelling of all data. The other strategy is 670 

a multi-step strategy based on relating the individual preference results from the Mixed Logit 671 
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model to the external consumer attributes by regression or classification methods. Outcomes 672 

showed that the two strategies for the actual data gave similar results about main and 673 

interaction effects among conjoint factors. For the individual differences, the results were also 674 

comparable for the consumer attributes that were considerd in both strategies. The multi-step 675 

strategy has the advantage that it is more flexible and can be used to analyse several, possibly 676 

collinear, consumer attributes at the same time. An advantage of the one-step strategy is that it 677 

gives simpler numerical assessments of individual differences in their assessments of the 678 

different conjoint factors. On the other hand, it only allows to focus on few pre-selected 679 

consumer attributes. Overall, we think the multi-step strategy is the one to be preferred in 680 

most practical applications because of its flexibility and stronger exploratory capabilities. 681 

Comparisons of the two methodologies for other data sets are needed in order to evaluate the 682 

general validity of the conclusions. 683 

 684 
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Appendix I – Choice design  787 

“Please, place here appendix I” 788 

  789 
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Highlights 790 

 Two strategies investigating individual differences using choice data are compared.  791 

 Strategy 1 includes the consumer attributes directly in the Mixed Logit Model.  792 

 Strategy 2 combines different methods such as Mixed Logit Model, PCA and PLS.  793 

 Strategy 2 is preferred for its flexibility and stronger exploratory capabilities. 794 

  795 
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Table 1 – Conjont factors and levels used in the conjoint design 796 

FACTORS LEVELS 

    Coffee type 1    Latte 

2    Espresso 

    Calories 1    60 kcal/100 ml 

2    90 kcal/100 ml 

    Origin 1    Norway 

2    Italy 

    Price 1    17 NOK  (≈ € 2.0) 

2    23 NOK  (≈ € 2.7) 

3    29 NOK  (≈ € 3.4) 

 797 

 798 

 799 

 800 

 801 

 802 

 803 

 804 

 805 

 806 

 807 

 808 

 809 

 810 

 811 

 812 

 813 

 814 

 815 

 816 

 817 
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Table 2 – Factors coded and their description 818 

FACTOR DESCRIPTION 

Coffee If Espresso: 1; otherwise (Latte): -1 

Calories If 90 kcal/100 ml: 1; otherwise (60 kcal/100 ml): -1 

Origin If Italy: 1; otherwise (Norway): -1 

Price If 17 NOK: -1; if 23 NOK: 0; if 29 NOK: 1 

Gender If Male: 1; otherwise (Female): -1 

Age If age is 37-56: 1; otherwise 21-36 (younger): -1 

 819 

  820 

 821 

 822 

 823 

 824 

 825 

 826 

 827 

 828 

 829 

 830 

 831 

 832 

 833 

 834 

 835 

 836 

 837 

 838 

 839 

 840 

 841 
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Table 3 – Estimated parameters for ML model with conjoint variables’ main effects and 842 

interactions, and interactions with socio-demographic attributes. The two columns to the 843 

left refer to the population effects while the two columns to the right correspond to the 844 

individual differences as measured by standard deviations (SD). 845 

EFFECTS                      GROUP AVERAGE                    INDIVIDUAL VARIATION 

Estimate p-Value Std. Dev p-Value 

Main effects 

Coffee  

 

-0.046    

 

0.883   
 

 

2.463    

 

0.000***
 

Calories -0.657    0.000***     0.317     0.232    

Origin -0.500    0.005**    0.152    0.468     

Price 

 

-1.696    0.000***      0.181    0.462 

    

Interactions among conjoint factors   

Coffee*Calories -0.046     0.737     0.526    0.005**    

Coffee*Origin 0.298    0.093     0.477    0.051     

Coffee*Price 0.316    0.012*      0.008      0.947      

Calories*Origin 0.085    0.526     0.007    0.962   

Calories*Price -0.016    0.907    0.268 0.274     
 

Origin*Price -0.113     0.454    0.276    0.237     

Interactions with sociodemographics attributes   

Coffee*Gender 0.569    0.034*   0.918 0.063    
 

Coffee*Age -0.492    0.057   1.310    0.001**     
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Calories*Gender 0.544     0.000***      0.105    0.648      

Calories*Age -0.144    0.258     0.660    0.001*    
 

Origin*Gender 0.075    0.661     0.281    0.170    

Origin*Age 0.144    0.391     1.136    0.000***      
 

Price*Gender -0.127    0.467     0.510    0.047*      

Price*Age 0.271    0.130 0.991    0.000**     

*
,
 **

 and 
***

 indicate significant effects at 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 levels, respectively. 846 

Number of choice observations: 2376 847 

Number of consumers: 99 848 

 849 
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 868 
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Table 4 – Estimated parameters for ML model with conjoint variables’ main effects and 869 

interactions. The two columns to the left refer to the population effects while the two 870 

columns to the right correspond to the individual differences as measured by standard 871 

deviations (SD). 872 

EFFECTS                      GROUP AVERAGE                    INDIVIDUAL VARIATION 

Estimate p-Value Std. Dev p-Value 

Main effects 

Coffee  

 

-0.183 

 

0.379    
 

 

1.881   

 

0.000***     
 

Calories -0.571    0.000***     0.557    0.000***      

Origin -0.281    0.007**     0.666    0.000***      

Price -1.06    0.000***     0.596                    0.000***      

Interactions among conjoint attributes   

Coffee*Calories 0.061    0.537     0.204   0.393     

Coffee*Origin 0.162    0.203     0.306    0.235     

Coffee*Price 0.229     0.015*      0.007    0.949    

Calories*Origin 0.046    0.676     0.042    0.711     

Calories*Price -0.062    0.500     0.073    0.752   
 

Origin*Price -0.111    0.335     0.052    0.763     

*
,
 **

 and 
***

 indicate significant effects at 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 levels, respectively. 873 

Number of choice observations: 2448 874 

Number of consumers: 102 875 

 876 

 877 

 878 
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Table 5 – Significant consumers attributes for the one-component model (PC1) (p-values 879 

on regression coefficients, from jack-knife test) 880 

CONSUMERS ATTRIBUTES P-VALUES 

Coffee intensity 0.000 

Warm Coffee 0.001 

Tine IC 0.038 

Regular C 0.000 

Latte C 0.000 

Espresso C 0.000 

Capp. C 0.020 

Mocca C 0.015 

Americano C 0.017 

Black 0.000 

Milk 0.001 

Work/Un C 0.019 

Gender 0.040 

 881 

 882 

 883 

 884 

 885 

 886 

 887 

 888 

 889 

 890 

 891 

 892 

 893 

 894 

 895 

 896 
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Table 6 – Significant consumers’ attributes for the two-component model (PC1-PC2) (p-897 

values on regression coefficients, from jack-knife test) 898 

CONSUMERS ATTRIBUTES P-VALUES 

Origin 0.027 

Late at night 0.049 

Café’/restaurant 0.029 

Bar IC 0.026 

Best food own 0.000 

Stick foods 0.002 

Norwegians 0.000 

 899 
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 911 
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Appendix I – Choice design  913 

SET COFFEE TYPE 

CALORIES 

(kcal per 100 ml) 

ORIGIN 

PRICE 

(NOK) 

1 

Espresso 90 Italy 23 

Latte 60 Norway 17 

Latte 90 Norway 29 

2 

Latte 90 Italy 29 

Latte 90 Italy 17 

Espresso 60 Norway 23 

3 

Espresso 60 Norway 29 

Latte 60 Italy 17 

Latte 90 Norway 23 

4 

Espresso 90 Norway 29 

Espresso 60 Italy 23 

Latte 60 Italy 17 

5 

Espresso 60 Norway 17 

Latte 60 Italy 29 

Latte 90 Italy 23 

6 

Latte 60 Norway 29 

Espresso 90 Norway 17 

Espresso 60 Italy 23 

7 Latte 90 Norway 23 
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Espresso 90 Italy 17 

Espresso 60 Italy 29 

8 

Latte 60 Norway 23 

Espresso 90 Italy 29 

Espresso 90 Norway 17 

 914 

  915 
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 916 

 Figure 1 – One of the iced coffee profiles 917 

918 
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 919 
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 920 

Figure 2 
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 921 

Figure 3 
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922 

Figure 4 
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 923 

Figure 5 


